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FREE ENERGY & PROGRESS

We have told you before that free energy is the reason why Air
Force Intelligence is prevented from releasing the true story of the
spacecraft.

Free energy cannot be piped, sent through wires; or sold in service
stations. It is the power that manifests motion in each person. It is the
power manifested by the Creator, for man to use, as his birthright.

This same energy that powers people, planets, spacecraft, atoms and
suns; is the answer to the elimination of smog.

Smog control can only be attained by elimination o{ the cause of
smog. The investigation of a way to stop smog is not by studlng its
efiects, or to ffne a few people who burn rubbish, or cause smoko from
industry.

Smog control, as it is now, will never do anything but add another
department to the political machines of the cities, courties and states.
This is an added, and unnecessary burden on the already overburdened
taxpayers,

All the State of California has tq do to eliminate smog from smudge
pots, is to pass a law efiective in one year, outlawing the use of smudge
pots. In one year all smoke from smudging would cease.

Of course the principle o{ free energy as presented in this article is
going to eliminate the sale of smudge oil by the oil companies. I am not
bringing this information out because I do not like the oil industry.
They have been responsible for some of the greatest contributions to
the progress of this civilization.

Progress, however, requires the elimination of many old methods for
the advent of new and better methods. The horse and buggy went -
to be replaced by the automobile. The automobile made the need for
oil companies. Now if the people in the oil companies are smart, they
rvill get into the manufacture of free energy devices. Because as sure
as you are reading this article, the oil company products are going to
be replaced by free energy. They can't sell the energy, but they can sell
the apparatus required to use {ree energy. The time is near when oil
will only be used for lubrication and soon that too will go with the
development of bearings that require no lubrication.

Progress is not a respecter of authority or industry.
I recently spent sorne enlightening hours with two wonderlul people.

One of them is Mrs. Hazel De Land, the other is Mrs. Eva B. Hibbs.
( These two women live in Riverside, California. )
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Mrs. De Land is the widow of Mr. John De Land. John was an amaz-
ing man who lived to perfect the 'De Land Magnetic Control." This is
a simple apparatus that prevents freezing in citrus and other fruit on
sub-freezing nights . lt costs nothing to operate!

Mn. De Land told me how fohn received the details of the appar-
atus. John used the same means of thought reception 17 years ago that
I use today. He heard a voice speaking inside his head, describing how
to control frost and fruit freezing by a new method. John wrote the
information down a little at a time, as it was given to him. Then he
spent the next 15 years developing and proving true the information.

He has left a monumental contribution to humanity in his "Magnetic
Control."

The drawing is made here of the principle of the device that John
De Land gave to humanity, because he believed in progress. Mrs' De
Land holds the patent papers on this apparatus. This drawing (ffg' 3)
is reproduced with her permission.

There are seven #10 bare copper wires, running radially out under-
ground from a 32 foot pipe mast. The pipe mast tapers up with re-
ducers from 2 inch diameter, through 1% inch diameter, to I inch in
diameter at the top. Three plyrrood disks 12 inches in diameter rest on
each of the reducers. Each plywood disk has seven equidistant holes
for the wires to run through. At the top disk the seven wires are
wrapped once around the edge at each hole, and extend outward 4
inches parallel to the ground. Each wire points parallel radially, back
to its own other end underground. The mas! which is 32 feet above
the ground level, sets in a 3 foot depth of conc'rete. The wires run
through the concrete and loop back up outside the concrete to a depth
below the surface that will permit a plow, or any cultivation equipment
to pass over them,

Each of the seven wires extend radially underground to a distance
not to exceed 144 feet from the mast. At this distance they are wrapped
10 turns around a I inch diameter by 5 inches long alnico 5 magnet.

The magnet sets inclined toward the mast at 45 degrees to the sur-
face of the ground. It is also buried below cultivation equipment level.

These magnets are made up and coated with one-eighth inch of
plastic to hold the windings in place and prevent rusting. The magnets
are set polarized to the North nagnetic pole parallel to the lines of
magnetic force.

No smoke - no dirty laundry - no eq)ense to operate - nothing but
the expense of the original installation. This device is that simplet

This single unit will prevent fueezing of fruit over an area of more
than an acre 

-of 
grormd. This is frce energ! in operution.
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Figure 3

Anti Frost Control
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Now for the proof of the successful operation of this control. This is

where Mrs. Hibbs comes into the story.
Mrs. Hibbs had the foresight to permit the De Land apparatus to be

installed on her land. Mrs. Hibbs came from Iowa and bought an
orange grove. She didnt know until after she bought the prop€rty that
the treei were considered "grown out," or beyond their age of produc-
ing an average crop,

Her caution only permitted the installation of ffve units of the 'De
Land Control" on ffve acres of her ground. After the ffrst winter proved
through freezing temperatures that the control worked, she had her
entire 10 acres protected.

She proudly showed us around and compared her orange-s with
others for color, sweetness, and size. The "grown out" grove has in-
creased its production every year' The crop had iust been estimated by
the packeri before we visited Mrs. Hibbs. This year's crop will go

nearly four times the average production per acrel
Mrs. Hibbs was forced to buy $400.00 worth of 2" x 2" props to sup-

port the limbs on her trees.
Not only has Mrs. Hibbs increased her profft each year from the crop,

but she has saved $3000 worth of smudge oil in 5 years.
The saving in oil alone has payed for the installation of the free

energy equipment. So over a period of time free energy pays for its own
installation and cost.

Mrs. De Land said her husband fohn never did ffnd out what makes
the installation work. So I went back to our friends the spacepeople,
through thought transference, and asked them to explain the principle.
This is their explanation.

Trees manifest life but they do not manifest motion. Temperature is
a result of molecular motion. The only motion manifested in a tree, or
its fruit, is by the electrons in the atoms of its composition.

On a planet that rotates there are four periods each day. These are
the positive quarter from 6 A.M. to 12 noon; the active quarter from 12

noon to 6 P.M.; the negative quarter from 6 P.M. to midnight; and the
rest quarter from midnight to 6 A.M.

Atoms in free space are charged continuously. Atoms on a rotating
planet are only charged according to their opposite polarity period.

As a negative electron rotates faster in the positive and active quarter
of the earth's daily rotation, it manifests more heat due to the resistance
of polarity opposition.

As an atom on the planet moves into the negative quarter, its elec-
trons have no polarity opposition and they begin to discharge. As the
electrons move into the rest quarter they discharge part of their energy
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The ffrst density, consisting nainly o{ vegetation, is of both polaritie
The dirrding line is the surface of the earth. The positive part of tl
plant is attracted into the dark negative soil to provide minerals ar
moisture so the receptive female portion above the suface may 'tloor
in her fullness."

This is the reason why a water witcher's twig, taken from a livir
plan\ can indicate water, It is actually a living instrument. Like ma1
nets when they are cu! the positive end remains in the same directiot
Therefore they are held upside down in order to function. As all thinl
beneath the surface of the soil are of negative polarity and since tt
survival is the strongest desire, the twig wants to assume its natur
polarity.-position and is attracted, positive butt end ffrst, to the 'watr
of life."

For tle same reason, when you spend long periods of time in tl
positive sun, you require more water which is negative - to queD(
your thirst which is the result of unbalanced light force,

Every cell in the vegetaUon is life in form maintaining still greatr
Iife in form. As an animal eats the 0rst density (Stationiy life forrn
vegetation, it gives to it motion.

The substance conf,ned to the place where the seed dropped c:
now move around, as it has been assimilated by and raised to the se
ond density ( Life and Motion ) .

The same progression of substance takes place when you eat tl
flesh of an animal. Humans being both animal, and spirit, and havir
life are of the third density ( Life, Motion, and Consciousness ).

You, as part of the etemal pattem of life in form, give to the anim
substance - the ability to talk and recogaize the spiiii

AJthough all forms of Iife progress within their own densities, mu<
confusion has been started by the theorists who try to tie the densiti
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together. Darwin tried to show the evolution of man from the apes.
There is no missing link - unless I'm it.

As our solar system has progressed through space - a living function-
ing part of the eternal life pattern - it crossed the line on August 20,
1953, from the third density to the fourth density.

Our planet has emerged from the frequency of the third density.
Everything on this planet must now begin to conform to this higher
frequency pattern

Rest assured, we are going to emerge from the pattern of destruction
or be destroyed by it. The fourth density will only support life foms
that qualify to live in it.
, The fourth density does not support a monetary system nor authority
by power. It will be increasingly evident that the zubtle light of free-
dom is awakening in people. Those who have succeeded before
through subterfuge and brute force are going to ffnd that the old "right
by might" doesn't work any more.

-We are on t}e verge of witnessing a cyclic planetary housecleaning.
All things in this solar system are going to be brought into balance,

You can prepare to live in.the new grade in the sarne form or go back
to the third density and take the grade over again.
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